LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Immunological Features in Influenza A H1N1 Pneumonitis

I read the recent publication by Wen et al [1] on immunological features in influenza A H1N1 pneumonitis with great interest. The authors stated that “serial measurements of cytokines showed that only TGF-ß1 was overproduced, possibly in relation to the early use of corticosteroids, which may have downregulated immune responses to H1N1 infection.”

The finding on poor cytokine response to the infection in this report is very interesting, as it contrasts with those in recent reports by Lee et al [2] and Ito et al [3] in larger groups of patients. Both the small sample size and possible selection bias could account for this finding.
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Author Affiliations

E Birben is presented as affiliated to 2 organizations. This author is affiliated only to the Paediatric Allergy and Asthma Unit, Faculty of Medicine, Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey.

Table 1. Column headers

“Before” “After” “Before” “After” should read as follows:

“Total (N=180)” “Atopic (n=118)” “Control (n=62)” “P Value”

Page 204. Paragraph 3

The frequency of atopic phenotypes—except asthma, allergen sensitization, levels of sCD14, IFN-γ, and total IgE—was similar between the groups of tuberculosis scores and CD14 genotypes in atopic patients (Table 3). should now read as follows:

The frequency of atopic phenotypes—except asthma—allergen sensitization, levels of sCD14, IFN-γ, and total IgE were similar between the groups of tuberculosis scores and CD14 genotypes in atopic patients (Table 3).